Florida Elks Drug Awareness
Trailer Manager Checklist

Drug Trailer Manager Name _______________________________________ Date _________________

Date that tires were last inflated and their condition checked (Including spare)

Have the wheel bearings been repacked recently? If so, when?

Are the tire jack and lug wrench in good shape?

Is the wiring harness in good shape?

Is there body damage? If so, was it reported?

Do the trailer lights work?

Is everything inside the trailer in good working order?

Procedures to be utilized when a Lodge Requests the Use of a Drug Trailer
Please make sure that the requesting Lodge is advised on the following tow requirements:

• The proper tow vehicle’s towing capacity (See vehicle’s owner’s manual for details) □
• The proper trailer tow ball hitch size and tongue weight limits □
• The proper electrical connection for the trailer lights □
• The proper tow mirrors needed □
• The proper way to couple and uncouple the trailer □

Drug Trailer Manager must acknowledge that the pickup Lodge was advised on the tow requirements by checking each of the five boxes above.

Additional Drug Trailer Manager Comments: